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The Cost of Textbooks
$1,240 is the average undergraduate budget for books and supplies

37.37% of UH students report not purchasing a required textbook due to cost

• 14.41% earn a poor grade
• 13.7% take fewer courses
• 10.37% not register for a specific course
• 7.36% drop a course



Alternative Textbook Incentive Program
Replace traditional textbooks with free textbooks to help students:
• Show up prepared on the first day of class
• Stay enrolled in courses
• Do better in course assignments

In the first year of ATIP:
• Accepted 16 projects
• $23,500 in incentives
• $200,000 estimated student savings



ATIP Overview
Replace required traditional textbook with:

• Open educational resources (OER)
• Freely available or library sponsored resources

Awards range from $500 to $2500
• Depends on cost-savings, feasibility, and type of project

Must be a new implementation of an alternative textbook



Open Educational Resources (OER)
Resources that use open licenses (e.g., Creative Commons); allowed to 
use, share, and sometimes modify, free of cost

Using OER as textbooks/course materials:
• Switch your textbook for an open textbook
• Use pieces from multiple open resources
• Create your own open textbook

https://libraries.uh.edu/oer/find-an-open-textbook

https://libraries.uh.edu/oer/find-an-open-textbook
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Freely-available or library sponsored resources
Resources are available to students at no additional cost:

• Journal articles
• Book chapters
• Online resources, websites

Recommend using Libraries’ Course Reserves

https://libraries.uh.edu/services/course-reserves

https://libraries.uh.edu/services/course-reserves


ATIP Timeline
Applications now open

March 29: Application deadline

May: Acceptance notification; first half of award distributed

Summer 2019, Fall 2019, Spring 2020: Implement alternative textbook

End of semester: submit report; second half of award distributed

https://libraries.uh.edu/oer/incentive

https://libraries.uh.edu/oer/incentive


ATIP Application
Applicant information
Course information
Resource(s) to be replaced
Project description



ATIP Application
Applicant information
Course information
Resource(s) to be replaced
Project description

• List resources identified as possible 
alternatives, and/or describe new 
resource you plan to create

• Timeline
• Resources needed
• Concerns
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ATIP Report
Course enrollment info

Provide an analysis of your students’ 
reception of the alternative text(s)

Provide an evaluative statement of 
approximately 500 words describing 
the experience of teaching with an 
alternative textbook. 

“They loved the fact that the book used problems at 
the beginning of each chapter…It was a very 
effective teaching tool.”

“[Students] had no trouble with my sending out 
URLs and postings on Blackboard. A few of them 
printed things out for themselves.

“A key component of the textbook is the 
exercises…The students found this very helpful, 
since it enables them to see additional solved 
problems…This complements what I cover in 
class.”

“I strongly believe that we, as instructors, should 
help students cut down the textbook cost, and 
students should learn from diverse perspectives and 
diverse sources of information…”
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May: Acceptance notification; first half of award distributed

Summer 2019, Fall 2019, Spring 2020: Implement alternative textbook
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ATIP in ENGL 1303: First 
Year Writing I

Nathan Shepley, Associate Professor, 
Department of English



I. Description

II. Reasons

III. Discoveries



Which Textbooks Used? How 
Selected? 
 https://open.umn.edu/opent

extbooks

 Humanities > Literature, 
Rhetoric, and Poetry

 Student Success

https://open.umn.edu/opentextbooks


Snapshot: My Textbook 
Deliberations (albeit here for ENGL 1304)



How Incorporated into Class Docs 
& Meetings



On Blackboard



Comparison to Non-ATIP Approach
 Standard textbook, edition, and format listed on syllabus
 Still some brief supplemental readings added to Blackboard
 No repeated directions on how to access standard textbook
 No (or less need for) advance notice to students about 

textbook
 Reliance on one textbook to explain and illustrate most class 

concepts



II. Reasons for Trying ATIP

Cost: My 26 students 
saved $2,500 - $3,000 
by my use of free 
open-source textbooks
(In Aug. 2018, Pearson’s A&B Guide 
sold for $113.60—new, printed—at 
UH bookstore.)



Other Reasons
Quality: Historical 
overabundance of textbooks, 
varying quality

Freedom: Instructors 
choosing which text best 
explains or shows what 
concept



High Student Satisfaction Student Voices

III. Discoveries

 16 out of 17 students 
surveyed: very or pretty 
satisfied with using open-
source textbooks

 Favorite aspects: (1) 
money, (2) accessibility 

 “Keep providing the free 
textbook. The concept is 
really beneficial.”
 The book “was free and right 

at our fingertips […] it was 
easier for me to read it on the 
go on my phone or computer.”
 “I like how you posted the 

readings online [on 
Blackboard] already.”



Other Discoveries

 Supplement book when needed; no book is perfect

 Instructor experience and comfort with the course is needed 
before teaching with free open-source textbooks



Thank you!

Dr. Nathan Shepley
nshepley@uh.edu
224D Roy G. Cullen Bldg.



HRMA 2340 
System of Accounts in The Hospitality 

Industry
Agnes DeFranco and Arlene Ramirez

• No Book…
• Better Class…

• Higher Quality Learning!!!

The Beginning of a New Era



Technology

Blackboard
Main Tool

iPad Pro
Teach / annotate

Record students answers 
Use OneNote to 

annotate lecture notes

YouTube Videos
Reviewing materials

Working out problems
Fun Clips





Information sheet:  Helping us get to 
know more about our students

Important Elements Highlighted From Syllabus 

Assessments

Grades

Schedule

Contact and 
TA Information



Exam Reviews 
with 

Practice 
Problems 

and Videos… all 
included since 

Day One!!



Each 
Module…

Objectives

PowerPoint slides

Notes for each module taken from a student perspective

Exercises for each module

Answers provided

Think Like a Boss (extra credit)

Summary Video(s)

Extra Readings

Fun Videos



Lots of organized 
information and tools 
makes the transition 
seamless from book 
to Blackboard……..
And No Book to Buy!



Feedback from Students

• I liked not having to use a book because I have 
seen it and it looks too complicated. 

• She posted so many helpful videos, PowerPoints, 
and notes online that helped me learn the 
material much better.  I also really liked that she 
didn't make us buy a textbook.  I learned more 
from her class without a textbook then I have in 
any of my other classes that required a textbook.

• I LOVE NOT HAVING A TEXTBOOK.
• It’s an expense that I don’t miss.



The Future…What’s Next

• Videos with industry experts / alumni
• Update exercise and Think Like a Boss every semester
• Update new videos and information where applicable

This Spring

• Transition from HRMA 3341 to HRMA 4343 
• Apply for the next round to redo HRMA 4343, making all the 

hospitality accounting/finance classes “textbook free”Next Step



Questions

Alternative Textbook Incentive Program: 
Faculty Insights

Ariana Santiago, Libraries
Nathan Shepley, Dept. of Engl ish
Arlene Ramirez, Hilton College
Agnes DeFranco, Hilton College

For more information:

https://libraries.uh.edu/oer/incentive

Contact asantiago2@uh.edu

https://libraries.uh.edu/oer/incentive
mailto:asantiago2@uh.edu
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